1. Trust: Can we come to trust an AI system to a degree commensurate with the trust we place in a human being? If a machine tells you that heart surgery is in order, would you trust it to the same degree you trust your cardiologist? 2. Sociality: Humans coevolve alongside their technology (witness our adapting to the continuous use of smartphones). Given our innate, evolved social nature, what role will AI systems play in the social whirlpool? 3. Identity: How does one imbue an AI system with a recognizable, temporally stable mind? Your doctor looks the same when you come back for re-evaluation after one week. But a machine may assume different forms at different times. What if your virtual doctor looked human one day, only to become "a grinning chimpanzee twirling a stethoscope" [5] the next day? This is not mere fanciful, gedankenexperiment thinking, but speaks to the very core of our evolved, biological ability to interact with other humans. Interacting with machines is an altogether different matter. 4. Responsibility: What does it mean to hold an AI system accountable for its actions?
Where medical AIs are concerned, issues of liability, insurance, legality, and so forth, rear their heads very quickly.
The AI hype (some would say overhype), disseminated on a daily basis, often seems to point to the imminent dethroning of humans by their AI offspring.
Let us end emphatically: Report of our death is an exaggeration.
Abbreviations

AI: Artificial intelligence
